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The Australian - Quicker rollout for energy smart meters

THE rollout of smart meters allowing households to calculate the cost of their electricity
consumption is to be accelerated. The Ministerial Council on Energy - at its first meeting
to be chaired by new federal Resources and Energy Minister Martin Ferguson yesterday decided on the minimum information the meters will collect.
Smart meters are seen as a way of allowing people to take responsibility for their
electricity consumption and help curb the growth in demand. Mr Ferguson said after the
meeting in Perth the decision put in place a framework for the rollout of the meters
nationally.
The next MCE meeting early next year would discuss the cost benefit of the meters'
introduction in different markets. Victoria has already committed to smart meters,
while NSW Premier Morris Iemma included their introduction in his electricity reform
measures announced earlier this week. "We are going to go down the path of national
uniformity on smart meters and that's a decision related to the Prime Minister's overall
climate change agenda," Mr Ferguson said after the MCE meeting. He said state energy
ministers - all Labor - had supported Kevin Rudd's approach to climate change at the
UN summit in Bali.

Stuff.co.nz - Bags packed for doomsday

The ‘twin tsunamis’ of global warming and peak oil could spell TEOTWAWKI - the end
of the world as we know it - and already, quietly, some people are getting prepared
because they believe we are talking years rather than decades. Helen, a petite 42-yearold Nelson housewife, is racing to build her own personal TEOTWAWKI lifeboat. Earlier
this year, she and her American husband cashed-up to buy a 21ha farm in a remote,
easily defensible, river valley backing onto the Arthur Range, north-west of Nelson.
The site ticks the right boxes. Way above sea level. Its own spring and stream. Enough
winter sun. A good mix of growing areas. A sprinkling of neighbouring farms strung
along the valley’s winding dirt-track road. The digger was to arrive this week to carve
out the platform for an adobe eco-house. A turbine in the stream will generate power. A
composting toilet will deal with sewage.
Then there is the stuff that could really get her labelled as a crank (and why she would
prefer to remain relatively anonymous, at least until she is completely set up). Back at
her rented house in Nelson, Helen shows the growing collection of horse-drawn ploughs,
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wheat grinders, treadle sewing machines and other rusting relics of the pre-carbon era,
she believes she will need the day the petrol pumps finally run dry. ...
Jurgen Heissner is another Nelsonian who is seeing the writing on the wall. A founder
member of the New Zealand branch of the Association for the Study of Peak Oil and Gas
(Aspo), Heissner says it was like a blow to the stomach when he first comprehended how
close we are to the brink. He immediately began the process of selling out of his thriving
bio-paint business and getting ready for a new world order.
Heissner's young son crawls into the room, one foot tangled in the leg of his romper suit,
and gazes up at us. Heissner's Japanese wife is in the kitchen making his 50th-birthday
cake. Roses bloom at the window. Sun floods across the polished wood floor. And we're
talking about TEOTWAWKI. Thank God we are in New Zealand, Heissner says in an
accent still gruffly Germanic after 18 years here. The whole damn country is a lifeboat
really.

Peak Energy - Jump Starting Electric Car Production With Lithium Ion Batteries

As electric vehicles and battery technology are one of the keys to establishing the smart
grid / V2G infrastructure that will enable us to move to a completely clean energy based
economy, I try to keep an eye on what is happening in the area (though it doesn't often
show up in the day to day posts here). There have been a lot of encouraging reports in
this area lately, so I thought I'd do a roundup of articles on lithium ion batteries and
their applications.

SMH - March for a climate accord falters

THE UN climate summit stumbled last night towards a compromise for launching a new
global agreement, but it fell well short of the expectations that many countries took to
Bali.
To the last minute, the United States fought hard to stop the declaration referring to the
UN's scientific advice: for developed countries to cut greenhouse gas emissions by 25 to
40 per cent by 2020 if the world wants to stop global temperatures rising above 2
degrees and avoid the most severe impacts of climate change.
Australia's Climate Change Minister, Penny Wong, was playing a key role in the final
effort to drive a deal between the US and Japan on one side and the European Union,
China and developing countries on the other. The battling delegations reached a
consensus to launch formal negotiations in a bid to have a deal signed by 2009. And in
key breakthroughs, nations agreed:
■ Cutting emissions by stopping deforestation should be included in the new deal;
■ To develop measures to transfer clean energy technology to developing countries;
■ To formulate policies to help poorer countries adapt to climate change that is already
happening.
Delegates at the summit were warned that without deep cuts to emissions, the world
faced a possible loss of 30 per cent of its animal and plant species, and as many as 50
million climate refugees in the next decades. ... Australia was criticised by both
European diplomats and environment groups for its failure to stand with Europe and the
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developing nations to keep the scientific advice in the Bali test.

NZ Herald - Big boys give green light to eco-motors
SMH - Defining steps in a global dawning
Energy Bulletin - Climate showdown at Bali
NZ Herald - Genesis pushing ahead with Rodney gas fired power plant
Online Opinion - The dismal truth, Mr Rudd. Seen previously at Energy Bulletin, but with
comments.
SMH - Profit upgrade again at booming Qantas. No impact from record oil prices so far.
SMH - City growth put before habitat in rush to develop the west
The Australian - ACCC slams coal industry over port stalemate
Peak Energy - Microbes, Heavy Oil and Gas
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